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ABSTRACT
One of the security issues in data outsourcing is enforcement of the data owner’s
access control policies. This includes some challenges. The first challenge is
preserving confidentiality of data and policies. One of the existing solutions
is encrypting data before outsourcing which brings new challenges; namely,
the number of keys required to access authorized resources, efficient policy
updating, write access control enforcement, overhead of accessing/processing
data at the user/owner side. Most of the existing solutions address only
some of challenges, while imposing high overhead on both owner and users.
Though, policy management in the Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) model
is easier and more efficient due to the existence of role hierarchical structure
and role inheritance; most of the existing solutions address only enforcement
of policies in the form of access control matrix. In this paper, we propose an
approach to enforce RBAC policies on encrypted data outsourced to a service
provider. We utilize Chinese Remainder Theorem for key management and
role/permission assignment. Efficient user revocation, efficient role hierarchical
structure updating, availability of authorized resources for users of new roles,
and enforcement of write access control policies as well as static separation of
duties, are of advantages of the proposed solution.
c 2018 ISC. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

ue to reducing communication costs and increasD
ing storage space and flexibility in resource management, Database-as-a-Service (DBaaS) model, in
which an organization outsources its data to a service
provider (SP), becomes a popular paradigm. Though
data outsourcing helps to reduce cost and complexity
in the maintenance and management of data, it inI An earlier version of this paper has already been presented
in ISCISC2017.
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troduces new security challenges because data is out
of the owner’s control and also service providers are
assumed to be honest-but-curious. They are honest in
executing protocols, but curious to learn information
about the stored and exchanged data. The easiest
way to overcome this issue is to encrypt data before
outsourcing.
Because of storing encrypted data on SPs, access
control policy enforcement faces some challenges,
namely the number of keys needed to access authorized resources, distributing required keys among authorized users, efficient policy updating, write access
control enforcement, overhead of accessing data at
user side, overhead of processing data at owner side,
and preserving confidentiality of data and policies.
Most of the existing solutions address only enforce-
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ment of policies in the form of access control matrix, while in the Role-Based Access Control model
(RBAC), policy management is easier and more efficient due to the existence of role hierarchical structure and role inheritance.

named SPIRC 2 . The proposed scheme in [9] separates the duty of enforcing access control policy from
enforcing constraint policy to enhance security. This
scheme also defined and used the “Sensitive Data Set
Constraint” concept to prevent conflict of interests.

According to the prevalence use of RBAC model
in most organizations, we propose an approach to
enforce RBAC policies on encrypted data stored on
external SPs. We use Chinese Remainder Theorem
(CRT) for key management and role/permission assignment. We support efficient revocation of role
membership from a user and update of role hierarchical structure. Also, users of newly added roles have
access to all authorized resources without the need
to re-encrypt resources. Enforcement of write access
control policies and static separation of duties (SSD)
are of advantages of the proposed approach.

For efficient user revocation and reducing the
overhead of policy update at owner side, proxy reencryption, over-encryption, and lazy revocation
are used in such solutions. In proxy re-encryption
[3, 4, 11] data owner produces a new key and delivers
it to the SP to re-encrypt the data. The concept of
over-encryption was proposed in [12]. This approach
uses two-layer encryption. The first layer is done by
the owner to provide initial protection. The second
layer is done by the service provider and enables
fine-grained access control to data. When a user is
revoked, the new encryption key of the second layer
would be sent to the server to re-encrypt this layer.
In [13] an effective design and implementation of this
approach is presented with detailed design choices.
The idea behind the lazy revocation [14] is, since the
user had access to the old data before eviction, it
can be assumed that the user had cached that data,
therefore it is not important to re-encrypt old data.
Based on this idea, if the user’s access is revoked
from data, the data are not re-encrypted immediately.
Instead, only the new data are encrypted with a new
version of the key so that the evicted user can no
longer access the new data. In CRT-based solutions
which use CRT for key management, update of policies is equivalent to add/remove an equation to/from
the CRT equation set.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. Section 3 describes
our proposed approach in detail. Section 4 analyzes
our solution and describes its advantages. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Related Work

Existing approaches in enforcement of access control
policies enforce policies either in the form of access
control matrix or in the RBAC model.
Solutions of the first group have used tree-based
key derivation techniques ([1, 2]), attribute-based encryption ([3–5]), and CRT ([6, 7]) to preserve confidentiality of data and policies and also to distribute
each resource encryption key among authorized users.
Solutions of tree-based key derivation techniques are
not scalable as producing unique keys for users and
resources is a serious bottleneck. Solutions using
attribute-based encryption are scalable but inefficient.
They are scalable, because each user is assigned a
key derived from his attributes which allows him to
access an arbitrary number of resources, and they are
inefficient due to using bilinear map that increases
computational overhead.
CP-ABE 1 is a variation of ABE which is used
in several schemes (e.g. [8], [9]). In CP-ABE, a set
of attributes are associated with the decryption key
and the access policy. A decryption key can decrypt
a ciphertext only if it’s associated attributes satisfy
the access policy of the ciphertext[8]. A trusted authority sends or distributes these attributes to intended users for decryption purpose which also allow
access to shared data by having these required attributes [10]. In [8] a CP-ABE was proposed which
introduced a scalable immediate revocation scheme,
1

Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption
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Enforcement of write access control policies [5, 15,
16] is another challenge. A proposed solution to this
challenge is granting a token to authorized users. This
token would be used by the users to prove their write
permission to the SP. Also, signing the resources
by the owner and authorized users after each write
operation is used to prevent unauthorized write and
to guarantee the integrity of data.
In the second group focusing on RBAC, an approach is to use Hierarchical ID-based in which identities are organized in a hierarchical structure. A
key associated to an identity can decrypt resources
encrypted to itself as well as its descendant identities, but cannot decrypt resources intended for other
identities. In the case of any hierarchy change, the
identities and their associated keys may need to be
changed. In addition, the size of the keys increases
corresponding to the growth in the hierarchical structure of identities [17, 18]. Attribute-based encryption
has similar problems [19].

2

Scalable Proxy-based Immediate Revocation
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Asghar et al. [20] proposed a different solution
in which policies and user’s requests are encrypted
and no common key exists among users. So, user
revocation is done without re-encryption.
In 2011, Zhou et al. [21] proposed an access control
scheme based on Identity-based broadcast encryption
(IBBE), which suffers from changing the specification
of all roles when a user is revoked. In IBBE, a broadcaster sends the encrypted message for a set of users
based on their identities.
The same authors in 2013[22] proposed a role-based
encryption (RBE) scheme that achieves efficient user
revocation. They present an RBE-based hybrid cloud
storage architecture that allows an organization to
store data securely in a public cloud, while maintaining the sensitive information such as role hierarchical
structure, in a private cloud. In this architecture, decryption of resources is done in two steps; the first
step is done at the cloud and the second step is done
at the user side, so the overhead of accessing the resources would be increased. In addition, in order to
enable users of newly added roles to access the authorized resources, re-encryption is needed. In another
paper in 2015, Zhou et al. [23] introduced two more
RBE schemes. In one of the schemes, they focused
on efficient user revocation and in the other, they
proposed an approach to enable users of newly added
roles have access to all authorized resources.
In [24] a new approach, called ACV-BGKM 3 , was
proposed which uses linear algebra based approach on
a structure called Access Control Vector (ACV)[25].
Consuming massive computational and storage resources for frequent updates of the group key are
disadvantages of this approach[26].
In 2015 SathiyaBalan et al. [25] identified the applicability of the CRT based Group Key Management
(CRTGKM) for cloud environment. It is reported that
the scheme is more computationally efficient than
the other cloud environment group key management
schemes known as ACV-BGKM and AB-GKM which
require high computation time for key update and
key recovery processes.

3

Proposed Approach

Assigning permissions to roles and roles to users are
of key features in RBAC model. In our approach, a secret key is associated to each role and resource, which
is transparent to users and provides efficiency of user
revocation. In “permission assignment”, each resource
secret key is shared among authorized roles and in
“role assignment”, each role secret key is shared among
authorized users, using CRT. An agent located at
3

Access Control Vector Broadcast Group Key Management

the user side acts as the interface between the user
and SP. Updating policies and role hierarchy is done
with minimal overhead and users of newly added roles
have access to all authorized resources without reencryption. Our approach also supports the enforcement of SSD and write access control policies.
Before describing the details of the proposed approach, we briefly introduce Chinese Remainder Theorem as our key management method.
3.1

Chinese Remainder Theorem and key
management

Chinese remainder theorem states that for the system
of simultaneous congruence in (1), where k ≥ 2, the
positive integers n1 , n2 , ..., nk are pairwise relatively
prime, and (n1 , n2 , ..., nk ) ∈ Z, there exists a unique
Q
solution x, such that x ∈ [0, ki=1 ni ).



x ≡ a1




x ≡ a
2


...




x ≡ a
k

mod n1
mod n2

(1)

mod nk

According to (2), we can share a secret key between
privileged users (u1 , u2 , ..., uk ) in which K is the secret key, E is the encryption algorithm, xK is the
shared key and nui is module assigned to the user i.


 xK ≡ EKu1 (K) mod nu1




x ≡ E
K
Ku2 (K) mod nu2
(2)


...




x ≡ E
(K) mod n
K

Kuk

uk

Granting access of key K to a new user uk+1 is
equivalent to adding an equation to the equation
set (2) and calculating the new shared key x0 in the
equation set (3).

 x0 ≡ x mod n n ...n
u1 u2
uk
K
(3)
 x0 ≡ E
(K) mod n
K

Kuk+1

uk+1

Also for revoking access of user uk from the key K,
we should remove an equation from the equation set
(2) and solve x00 in the relation (4).
x00K ≡ x
3.2

mod nu1 nu2 ...nuk−1

(4)

Proposed Approach Components

In our proposed architecture, four components exist:
owner, user, agent, and SP. In addition, roles and
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resources should also be considered. The description
of these components are as follows:
• Resources: Resources contain everything that
the owner wants to outsource to the SP. For
each resource ri , these properties are defined
by the owner:
◦ IDri : A unique identifier,
◦ (Kpubri , Kprivri ): A public/private key
pair,
◦ SKri : A secret key.
The Kprivri acts as the write token and the
SKri is used for encrypting the resource. Both
of these keys are shared among authorized roles
using CRT to create separate shared keys for
read and write access control. The write token is
also used by the owner and authorized users for
signing the resource after each write operation.
• Roles: A role is a set of access permissions. In
the RBAC model, roles are defined in a hierarchical structure to ease defining new roles and
permission assignment/revocation. Figure 1,
shows an example of a role hierarchy in which
permissions of roles decrease by moving from
up to down in the hierarchical structure. The
arrows are directed from ancestors to descendants. In addition, the focus is on limited role
hierarchies in which a role may have one or
more direct ancestors, but is restricted to a
single direct descendant. In this example, the
role A has the most permissions and the roles
B and E are called its direct ancestors and
the roles C and D are its indirect ancestors.
The role A does not have any descendant and
the roles A, B, and C are all descendants of
the role D. Roles A and B are called indirect
descendants of the role D and the role C is
its direct descendant. For each role like li , the
following properties are defined:
◦ IDli : A unique identifier,
◦ SKli : A secret key,
◦ mli : The CRT module of the role,
◦ Pli : The “public parameter” of the role
which is defined as the set of secret keys
of ancestor roles, encrypted by the role’s
secret key (SKli ).
The SKli and mli are used in “permission assignment” process in which read or write access
of a resource is granted to a role using CRT.
Existence of Pli allows users of a role to inherit
permissions of ancestor roles.
• Users: A user is anyone who wants to access
the resources. Properties defined for the user ui
are:
◦ IDui : A unique identifier,
◦ nui : The CRT module of the user,
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Figure 1. Roles hierarchy (a) and inheritance of permissions
(b)

◦ (Kpubui , Kprivui ): A public/private key
pair.
Kpubui and nui are used in the “role assignment” process in which a role is assigned to the
user. Kprivui is used to resolve the secret key
of a role (SKli ) assigned to the user, from role’s
shared key.
• SP: An honest-but-curious service provider
which stores encrypted information and serves
the user via the agent installed at the user side.
The agent acts as an interface between the user
and the SP and prevents unauthorized users
from direct access to the SP and stored data.
• Owner: The original owner of the resources.
Owner produces required IDs, keys, and modules, encrypts resources and assigns permissions
to roles and roles to users and also sends encrypted data to the SP. We also define the following properties for the owner:
◦ KOA : A shared key between the owner and
agent(s),
◦ nO : The CRT module of the owner,
◦ (KpubO , KprivO ): The public/private key
pair of the owner,
◦ SKO : The secret key of the owner.
Although the last three properties are not
mandatory, we can use them to eliminate the
necessity of storing all (roles’ and resources’)
keys at the owner side as described in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5.
• Agent: A software agent which would be executed in the users’ machines. This component
receives requests from the user, communicates
with SP and returns the response to the user.
In the other words, the agent makes the system
transparent for users.
3.3

Overall view

There are two main phases in this approach:
• Outsourcing data: This phase would be done
by the owner when the system is launched. In
this procedure, the owner generates required
keys, IDs, and modules as well as encrypting
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Figure 2. Outsourcing data
Table 1. Users
ID

Roles

Module

Public Key

EKOA (IDu1 )

EKOA (IDA )

EKOA (nu1 )

EKOA (Kpubu1 )

EKOA (nu2 )

EKOA (Kpubu2 )

Figure 3. Processing queries
EKOA (IDB )

EKOA (IDu2 )

EKOA (IDE )

EKOA (IDu3 )

EKOA (IDB )

EKOA (nu3 )

EKOA (Kpubu3 )

...

...

...

...

• Processing user requests: This phase contains the routine operation of the system. Users
send their requests to their agents. The agent
then communicates the information about the
user, his role and the requested resource with
the SP and extracts required keys. Finally, if
the user is authorized, the agent returns the
decrypted resource to the user. Figure 3 shows
the steps of processing a user’s request (more
details are discussed in Section 3.6).

Table 2. Resources
ID

Resource

EKOA (IDR ) ESKR (R)
...

Shared
Keys

Roles

xrR

EKOA (IDE )

xwR

EKOA (IDD )

...

...

...

Public Key

EKOA (Kpubri )
...

3.4

Table 3. Roles
ID

Public Parameter Shared Key

Module

ESKA (SKB |IDB )
ESKA (SKE |IDE )

xA

EKOA (mA )

EKOA (IDB )

ESKB (SKC |IDC )

xB

EKOA (mB )

EKOA (IDC )

ESKC (SKD |IDD )

xC

EKOA (mC )

EKOA (IDD )

-

xD

EKOA (mD )

EKOA (IDE )

-

xE

EKOA (mE )

EKOA (IDA )

The details of operations that should/could be done
in the above phases are described in the rest of this
section.

the resources, defining roles hierarchy, performing initial assignments (roles to users and permissions to roles), pushing all required information on the SP and shares a key with the
agent (KOA ). Figure 2 represents these steps.
Some examples of information stored on the SP
for users, resources and roles are represented in
Table 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
The owner can update role hierarchy and
change permissions after the outsourcing phase
with minimal overhead.

Role Assignment

Assigning a role to a user means sharing the role’s
secret key with the user. In order to assign role A
to users u1 , u2 , ..., uk , the owner goes through the
following steps:
(1) Encrypting SKA with Kpubui for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
(2) Forming the equation set (5). Solution of the
equation set, xA , would be the shared key of
the role A.

x ≡ E

A
Kpubu1 (SKA ) mod nu1




 ...
(5)


xA ≡ EKpubuk (SKA ) mod nuk




x ≡ E
A
KpubO (SKA ) mod nO
As pointed earlier, the last equation is used to
to eliminate the owner from storing secret key
of the role.
(3) Storing xA in table ROLES on SP.
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If authorized user ui wants to access a resource as a
users of the role A, the agent requests xA from the
SP and extract KA using relations (6) and (7). This
key would be used later to retrieve the decryption
key of the available resources.
EKpubui (SKA ) ≡ xA

mod nui

(6)

SKA = DKprivui (EKpubui (SKA ))

(7)

Assigning the role A to a new user uk+1 is equivalent to re-organize the CRT equation set with a new
equation corresponding to uk+1 (equation set (8))
and solve it again to achieve a new shared key (x0A ).
However, this could be done more efficient by solving
the equation set (9).

0


 xA ≡ EKpubu1 (SKA ) mod nu1





...


x0A ≡ EKpubuk (SKA ) mod nuk





x0A ≡ EKpubuk+1 (SKA ) mod nuk+1




 x0 ≡ E
KpubO (SKA ) mod nO
A

 x0 ≡ x
mod nu1 ...nuk no
A
A
 x0 ≡ E
(SK ) mod n
A

Kpubui

A

(8)

(9)

uk+1

Revocation of the user ui is equivalent to form the
equations set without the ith equation and solve that
to obtain a new shared key.
In most real applications, there are some (static)
constraints on the set of roles which could be assigned
to a specific user. These constraints are handled via
“static separation of duties” (SSD). Before assigning
roles to users, the owner defines a set of rules to
define SSD and uses these rules to specify the set of
available roles for each user. In order to assign a role
to a user, the owner selects the role with the highest
authority from the aforementioned set.
3.5

Permission Assignment

Permission assignment consists of granting read or
write access of a resource to a set of roles. If the
owner wants to grant read permission to a set of
roles, the secret key of the resource is shared among
authorized roles with the lowest authority using CRT.
For example, to assign read permission on resource R
to all roles in Figure 1 (A, B, C, D, E) the following
steps would be done:
(1) The “minimal covering set” of given roles should
be calculated; which includes all roles that either
have no ancestor or none of their ancestors is
in the given set. In our example, the covering
set would be {E, D}.

ISeCure

Table 4. Public parameter of roles in Figure 1
Role

Public Parameter

A

ESKA (SKB |IDB ), ESKA (SKE |IDE )

B

ESKB (SKC |IDC )

C
D

ESKC (SKD |IDD )
-

E

-

(2) The owner forms the CRT equation set (10)
with secret keys of the obtained roles in step
(1). The solution of the equation set, xrR is the
shared key of the resource and would be stored
on the SP (in table RESOURCES).


 xrR ≡ ESKD (SKR ) mod mD


(10)
xrR ≡ ESKE (SKR ) mod mE



 xr ≡ E
R
SKO (SKR ) mod mO
(3) Users of the roles E or D can access the resource
R via their agents, directly.
Users of other authorized roles gain the resource
secret key using the public parameter of their roles
which contains encrypted keys of ancestor roles. Table 4 indicates the public parameter of roles in Figure 1 where (SKi |IDi ) shows the secret key and ID
of the role i (i ∈ {A, B, C, D, E}) concatenated together and E is the symmetric encryption algorithm.
Granting write permission is also done in the same
way, by sharing the resource write token among authorized roles with the lowest authority using CRT
(equation set (11)).


 xwR ≡ ESKD (KprivR ) mod mD


(11)
xwR ≡ ESKE (KprivR ) mod mE



 xw ≡ E
R
SKO (KprivR ) mod mO
As the final stage of permission assignment, the
resource is signed and encrypted by the owner, using
the resource write token (resource private key) and
the resource secret key, respectively. Signing the resource is done due to integrity check and preventing
SP from unauthorized write. Authorized users and
the owner can verify the signature and sign the resource after each change, using the resource’s write
token given from the write shared key.
Revoking permissions of the resource R from a
role is equivalent to removing an equation from the
equation set (10) and calculating the new shared key.
3.6

Policy Enforcement

Let’s assume that the required information about
users, resources, and roles are stored as Table 1, 2,
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and 3 at SP. Among this information, some of them
are encrypted by the key KOA which is shared between the owner and the agent and makes encrypted
information accessible to the agent, too.
Based on this assumption, each time a user asks
for a resource as a role, the agent checks if the user
belongs to the specified role or not using Table 3 and
1. If the user is correct, the agent will ask the shared
key of the user claimed role from the owner and
extract the role’s secret key as illustrated in relations
(6) and (7) using the private key of the user. Then, a
record containing user ID, role ID, role’s secret key,
and timestamp of the role’s shared key will be added
to “current sessions” table stored at the agent, for
future uses.
Timestamp shows the creation time of the role
shared key and is stored to prevent the agent from
downloading and extracting duplicate shared keys.
To make it clear, let’s continue with an example.
If sample user U3 sends a request containing (IDU3 ,
IDB , IDR , nU 3 ) to the agent in order to ask for
reading the resource R as a user with role B, the
agent goes through the following steps:
(1) The agent checks if the user U3 belongs to
the users of role B or not. In order to do
that, requests encrypted role ID of the user U3
from SP and according to the Table 1 receives
EKOA (IDB ) as response. As illustrated before,
the key KOA is shared between the owner and
the agent. So the agent decrypts EKOA (IDB )
and gains IDB which is the same as the role
ID claimed by the user. So, the agent accepts
the user’s request.
(2) In the second step, the agent requests encrypted
role IDs with direct access to the resource R and
according to the Table 2 receives EKOA (IDE )
and EKOA (IDD ) from the SP. After decrypting
the two encrypted IDs, gains IDE and IDD
which are not the same as the user’s role ID,
IDB ; In this situation, the users of the role B
can access the resource R if and only if the role
B inherits permissions of the role D or the role
E. In the other words, if and only if, the role
B is a direct or indirect descendant of roles D
or E. So the agent checks permissions of the
direct and indirect ancestors of the role B using
its public parameter. The role C is the direct
ancestor of the role B. As the role C does not
have direct access to the resource R, the agent
searches for permissions of the ancestor of the
role C. This process continues till the agent
find a path in the role hierarchical structure
of Figure 1 from the role B to one of the roles
with direct access to the resource R (roles D or

E). If the agent could not find any path, the
user’s request is denied.
(3) To gain ancestor of the role B, the agent requests public parameter and shared key of the
role B from the SP. SP sends ESKB (SKC |IDC )
and xB as response to the agent. Then the agent
retrieves the secret key of the role B, (SKB )
from xB using private key and module of the
user U3. Finally using SKB , the agent gets
SKC and IDC which are the secret key and ID
of the role C.
(4) Because of no equality between IDC and IDs
of roles with direct access to the resource (IDE ,
IDD ), the agent requests ancestor of the role
C and receives ESKC (SKD |IDD ) from the SP.
After decrypting ESKC (SKD |IDD ) gains SKD
and IDD which are secret key and ID of the role
D that has direct read access to the resource R.
(5) Finally, using the secret key and public parameter of the role B, the agent finds the secret key
of the role D which has direct access to the resource R. Then asks for encrypted resource and
its read shared key along with module of the
role D. After receiving ESKR (R), xrR , and mD
from the SP, gains SKR according to the relations (12) and (13). Using the key SKR , now
the agent decrypts the resource.
xrR ≡ ESKD (SKR ) mod mD
SKR = DSKD (ESKD (SKR ))

(12)
(13)

Note that the agent gets the secret key of the resource
R after n + 1 role key decryption where n is the
number of roles between the user’s role and the role
with direct access to the resource.
3.7

Adding a Role to Role Hierarchy

In order to add a new role to the hierarchical structure,
first of all, we should create its public parameter from
role IDs of its direct ancestors. Secondly, the public
parameter of the descendant role should be updated.
For example, by adding the role P between the roles
A and B in Figure 1, the role A becomes the direct
descendant of the role P and the role B becomes its
direct ancestor.
As the ancestor of the role A changes from the role
B to the role P , so the public parameter of the role
A should be updated. As a result ESKA (SKB ) will
be replaced with ESKA (SKP ). Actually, it is not necessary to remove ESKA (SKB ), because after adding
the role P , the role B changes to indirect ancestor of
the role A and the role A still inherits permissions of
the role B, but ESKA (SKP ) should be added to persist role inheritance. Also, the secret key of the role
P will be encrypted with the secret key of the role A
and the secret key of the role B will be re-encrypted
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with the secret key of the role P . In the other words,
a record containing (EKOA (IDP ), ESKP (SKB ), xP ,
EKOA (mP )) will be added to Table 3 and it is worth
noted that users of newly added role have access to
all authorized resources without need to the resource
re-encryption.
3.8

Removing a Role from Role Hierarchy

In order to remove a role such as C, the related
record in Table 3 is removed and then the secret
key of the removed role’s direct ancestor will be reencrypted with the secret key of the removed role’s
descendant. In this example, ESKB (SKC ) is replaced
with ESKB (SKD ) to show that the role D is ancestor
of the role B. At the end, if there is any resource
that the role C has had direct access to it, the shared
key of the resource will be changed by removing the
equation from the CRT equation set of the resource’s
shared key.

4

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the proposed solution
in terms of different criteria. In some criteria, we
use experimental results to prove the efficiency of
our approach. The experimental results are gained
from a Java application ran in Windows 8 with an
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4700HQ 2.40 GHz CPU and
8G RAM. We used 128-bit keys with AES algorithm
for encryption of roles and resources keys and also
1024 bit keys with RSA algorithm for creating the
shared key of each role. The modules for roles and
users are all 1024 bits.
The evaluation metrics are as follow:
• Policy confidentiality: All information stored at
SP including IDs and keys for roles, users, and
resources are encrypted.
• Scalability: Let us first consider the maximum
number of supported users. As illustrated, in
our approach “role assignment” and “permission assignment” is based on CRT. Each user
is given a public/private key pair and a CRT
module. Modules are pairwise relatively prime
numbers. Therefore, the maximum number of
users in a “role assignment” equation set with
m bits modulus is equal to the number of prime
numbers between 0 and 2m . Prime Number Theorem proves that the number of prime numbers
less than an integer n is approximately equal to
n
ln n . As a result the maximum number of equations in a CRT equation set with m bit modu2m
lus is approximately equal to m×ln
2 and there
will be no bottleneck in increasing the number
of roles, users, and resources; but as discussed,
the value of x in the equation set (1) is in the
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Table 5. Relation Between Module Size and Number of Users
and Shared Key Size
User Module
Size

Maximum No. Of
Users

Shared Key
Size

8 bit

46

8 * 46

16 bit

5909

16 * 5909

32 bit

193635335

32 * 193635335

Figure 4. Role shared key creation time in conjunction with
number of users

Q
range [0, ki=1 ni ). Therefore, an increase in the
length of the module causes a growth in the
length of the shared key.
The size of the ciphertext is another important factor in scalability. In our solution, encrypted resources or ciphertexts and their encryption keys do not contain any information
related to the roles and users. Therefore, the
length of the secret key for each resource is constant and ciphertext size is linearly proportional
to the size of plaintext. However, in Zhou et al.
[22] approach, the resource key is produced according to the list of the roles that have access
to the resource and if the resource size exceeds
one megabyte, the time needed to produce encryption key will equal with the time needed
for resource encryption and decryption.
• Computational overhead at the user side: User
side operations contain resolving the secret key
of a role, and secret key and write token of a resource from their shared keys. Figure 4 depicts
creation time of a shared key for a specific role
and Figure 5 shows the required time for resolving the role key from its shared key according
to the number of users. Totally, the access time
to a resource is O(L) where L is the number
of all roles in the system (in the worst case, all
roles should be traversed sequentially to reach
the role with direct access to the resource). It
is clear that the operation time on the user side
is minimal. This factor is not evaluated in [20]
and [22].
• The efficiency of policy updates: In Section 3,
we discussed add/remove a role to/from the
role hierarchical structure and grant/revoke role
membership to/from a user. In all these oper-
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Table 6. Comparison of our approach with some other solutions
Asghar et al. Zhou et al. Proposed
[20]
[22]
solution
Ciphertext size is
independent of the
number of roles and
users
Figure 5. Role secret key extraction time in conjunction with
number of users

ations, there is no need to create new secret
keys for roles and resources or re-encrypting the
resources. As our focus is on limited role hierarchies in which a role may have one or more
direct ancestors but is restricted to a single direct descendant, in “add role” operation, only
one role key re-encryption is needed in addition
to creating a recode for the new role containing
encrypted role ID, encrypted form of ancestor’s
role key, and role shared key. In the “remove
role” operation, the public parameter of the descendant of the removed role should be updated
to contain the encrypted secret key of the ancestor of the removed role. So time complexity
of role hierarchical structure is O(1).
Grant/revoke role membership to/from a user
is simply done by adding/removing an equation
to/from CRT equation set and creating a new
shared key for the role. In addition, due to
updating information of Table 1 after grant or
revoke, if the revoked user asks for accessing the
resources as the specified role, the agent will
refuse his request; Therefore, the owner may
ignore creation of a new shared key for the role
after revoking the user and delays new shared
key creation to a time that number of revoked
users becomes high.
• Availability of resources for users of new roles:
In our approach, resource key is only shared
among authorized roles with the lowest authority and other roles access the keys using their
“public parameter”. Therefore, users of newly
added roles can access to the authorized resources using “public parameter” of their role,
but in Zhou et al. solution [22], re-encryption
is required after adding a new role to the roles
hierarchy.
• Enforcement of static separation of duties: As
illustrated in Section 3 user’s information is
kept in Table 1 which contains IDs of the roles
assigned to each user and the agent use these
role IDs to check correctness of the user claimed
role when he/she wants to access a resource.
These role IDs are also useful for enforcing rules
of static separation of duties. The owner checks

√

√

√

√

√

√

Using role hierarchical
structure

√

√

√

Using role inheritance
in authorization

√

√

√

Accessibility of
resources for new role
users

√

Scalability

×

√

√

Enforcement of static
separation of duties

×

×

Enforcement of write
access control policies

×

×

Overhead of
adding/removing a role

not
mentioned

not
mentioned

low

Overhead of revoking
role membership from
user

low

low

low

√

the list of roles assigned to a user each time he
wants to assign a new role to the user.
• Enforcement of write access control policies:
Enforcing write access control policies is done
using a write token assigned to each resource.
This write token is also used for integrity check.
Table 6 depicts our proposed approach compared to
other solutions in this criteria.

5

Discussion and Conclusion

Nowadays, enforcement of access control policies over
data stored on an untrusted server has raised significant security issues. In this paper, we proposed an
approach for enforcement of access control policies in
the RBAC model. In the proposed approach, role/permission assignment and key management are based
on CRT that results in eliminating storage overhead
on the owner, scalability, efficient user revocation,
and efficient policy updates. By policy update, we
mean grant/revoke role membership to/from a user
and adding/removing a role to/from role hierarchy.
It is worth noting that by adding a new role to the
role hierarchical structure, users of newly added roles
have access to all authorized resources and there is
no need to resource re-encryption. Also, enforcement
of write access control policies and static separation
of duties are considered in our solution.
In this paper, we discussed enforcement of write
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access control policies in general, using a write token
(resource’s private key) and sharing it between authorized roles, but write operation on a resource can be
interpreted as insert, delete, or update. In order to
differentiate these three permissions, we can use one
separate token and the corresponding shared key for
each of them that results in an increase in the storage
and computational overhead. As future work, we will
investigate a way to enforce these permissions with
higher efficiency and lower storage overhead.
Examining lattice-based role hierarchies in which a
role may have more than one descendants is another
trend for future work. Based on the present approach
using a lattice-based role hierarchy increases the computational overhead of role hierarchy updates.
One more trend for future work is eliminating unauthorized users and SP inferring useful information
from encrypted data which is exchanged between the
agent and SP.
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